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“

We need to accept that there is
not a single microbiome and focus on understanding function
rather than composition. To be
healthy, you and I need to reach
similar glucose and blood pressure levels using our different
microbiomes. Mother nature
only cares about the outcome
of the crosstalk with the host.

“

The Ecosystem Within:
A Conversation with Alessio Fasano
We had the opportunity of talking to world-renowned pediatric gastroenterologist,
research scientist and entrepreneur Dr Alessio Fasano. He directs the Center for Celiac Research and Treatment at Massachusetts General Hospital for Children (MGHfC).
He is the division chief of pediatric gastroenterology and nutrition and director of the
Mucosal Immunology and Biology Research Center at MGHfC. He is also a professor of
Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School and professor of nutrition at the Harvard T.H. Chan
School of Public Health. Dr Fasano is the author of Gluten Freedom, a book for general
readers about celiac disease, gluten-related disorders and the gluten-free diet. He is
co-author of Gut Feelings: The Microbiome and Our Health, published in March 2021 by
MIT Press. Here is an excerpt of our conversation.

Alvaro
		
I gather from your new book “Gut
feelings: The Microbiome and Our Health”, that
there is a sort of Copernican revolution unfolding. It seems as if we are not even at the centre
of our own bodies.
Alessio
		
In the past, we were convinced that
resolving the human genome will give us the key
to understanding the origin of all humankind’s
diseases. Following your Copernican parallel, we
thought we were at the centre of the universe,
and everything revolved around us. But once we
completed the Human Genome Project, we reali-

sed that humans are somewhat rudimentary, genetically speaking. We are made of just 23-25,000
genes. To give you some perspective, the worms
people use to go fishing have 75,000 genes; wheat
has 150,000. This means that the full complexity of
our bodies cannot be ascribed solely to our genetic makeup.
Life follows very clear economic principles. Biological systems try to avoid redundancy whenever possible. For example, if microbes can extract
energy from fibres, building a partnership is more
convenient than developing these capabilities
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ourselves. Ultimately, 23,000 genes were chosen
by evolution as the fundamental necessary genetic blocks to be human. The rest of the complexity comes from the microbes that coexist with
us. There is engraftment of microbes when we’re
born and maturation of the microbiome during
our early life. These, in conjunction with our genes,
will enable us to attend all the metabolic functions
that make us human beings.
Alvaro
		
I wonder how this perspective
changes the way we think about disease?
Alessio
		
There is a parallel that I typically give
to students to explain this Copernican revolution.
Imagine our genome as a 23,000-key piano and
the microbiome as a piano player. Our piano is
fixed from birth. If it is defective and puts you at
risk of different diseases, there is nothing you can
do. Still, the cancer or Alzheimer’s disease musical
score might or might not be played. In contrast to
the genome, which we inherit from our parents, the
microbiome is highly plastic and changes all the
time. If you have a friendly, symbiotic microbiome,
it won’t play that music. However, if you disrupt it
because of lifestyle changes, pollution exposure,
you may eventually find an unfriendly microbiome.
This is what turns genetic predispositions into clinical outcomes.

Alvaro
		
We have broken the balance on
the external ecosystem. Have we done the
same with the internal one? In short, is there an
Anthropocene in the gut?

Alessio
		
Undoubtedly. We need to step back
a little bit and look at the big picture. It is essential
to keep in mind that the inner and outer microbial
ecosystems are not independent. Microbes go in
and out. They go in the soil, water, air and back inside our bodies in a continuous cycle. So what we
do in the outside ecosystem also sets the conditions that can bring us to a disease state.
Alvaro
		
I asked because I learned from
your book that while the rate of infectious diseases plummeted in industrialised countries,
chronic inflammatory diseases seem to be on
the rise. How much are these two things related, and what is the role of the microbiome in

these trends?
Alessio
		
We have been around for almost
2 million years, and for 99% of our evolution, the
main reason we got sick and died was infectious
diseases—tuberculosis, the plague, cholera, etc.
With the work of Pasteur, Koch, Fleming, and others,
we began to understand the underlying reasons
for these diseases. We learned how to fight these
pathogens by improving sanitation, washing our
hands, and introducing antibiotics and vaccines.
These measures were primarily implemented in
‘industrialised countries’ and drastically reduced
the occurrence of infectious diseases.
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However, in parallel to this drop, we have seen a massive increase in the
prevalence of non-infectious chronic inflammatory diseases—autoimmunity, cancer, neurodegenerative disorders, etc. Now, we don’t die fast of infectious diseases any more; we die slowly of chronic inflammation. But why?
30-40 years this was explained by what we called the ’hygiene hypothesis’.
The basic argument was that we got too clean for our own good. And our
immune systems are not adequately trained to fight infection and create
inflammation even when it is not needed.
But epidemiological data made the hygiene hypothesis tumble, and we
have shifted to a microbiome hypothesis. We evolved to be born by vaginal
delivery, fed by breastfeeding, and introduced to specific pathogens early
on. Nutrition has changed radically as well. We used to eat local food, in
season, produced by ourselves, etc. Fast forward to 2021: we are born by
C-section and bottle fed, we use antibiotics and vaccines. Food production
is in the hands of a few multinationals, whose priority is revenue rather than
quality. Microorganisms eat whatever we eat, and pretending that this will
not impact the ecosystem in our guts and, therefore our health, would be
naive.
Alvaro
		
Thus, we end up with an unbalanced microbiome. Just
like the case of ecosystems, is the problem stemming from a lack of
diversity in the microbiome? I imagine that my microbiome will be very
different from the one of someone living in the Amazon.
Alessio
		
Absolutely. Currently, we don’t have a mechanistic understanding of what kind of microbiome is good for you. But everything indicates that diversity is good. A diverse microbiome introduces checks and
balances into the system. If a bossy microorganism wants to take over, the
microbiome will regulate it. If you allow me another parallel, the microbiome
is like a farm with different animals. You have chickens, cows, pigs, horses,
and so on. They all eat different things. If you don’t feed the chickens, guess
what? They will not be on your farm anymore, and you’ll have no eggs. That’s
why nutrition is so essential to maintain a balanced microbiome.
Alvaro
		

Is the damage reversible?

Alessio
		
Yes and no. Engraftment, the first encounter, is critical for
building a balanced relationship with the microbial world. Some theories
argue that this process might start even before birth. Indeed, engraftment
occurs during the passage through the vaginal canal at birth. Then there are
some significant changes during the first few months during which microorganisms come in and out of the organism.

The first 1000 days of life are critical to building a beneficial relationship
with your microbiome. During this period, the microbiome teaches the immune system if, when, why and how to trigger inflammation. Inflammation
is essential to fend off pathogens, but it damages tissues as well. A well-balanced microbiome trains the immune system to trigger inflammation when
you really need it and switch it off once it is no longer necessary. If we don’t
do this right during the early days, there is little we can do later on. Still, you
can minimise the risk of developing diseases by having a healthy lifestyle.
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Alvaro
		
But a question of timescales
comes to mind. Microbes evolve much faster
than us. Couldn’t we coax our microbiome to
evolve in ways that are beneficial to us?
Alessio
		
As you say, we reproduce every
nine months, and human mutations take generations. In contrast, microbes replicate every 20 minutes. And every time you replicate, you can make
mutations, those that are good for you pass on
and the deleterious ones removed. So microbes
adapt very fast. The problem is that because we
are comparatively static, it is difficult to regain the
composition needed for a balanced relationship
and proper metabolic function. In fact, the main
question is: what should we aim for? Currently, we
are just making educated guesses, but there are
several open questions.

One of the mistakes researchers—including myself—have made so far is to search for the ‘normal microbiome’. There is no such thing. As you
said, your microbiome will be radically different
from the one of someone living in the Amazon.
But the situation is even more complex. If you travel to the Amazon and spend a couple of weeks
there, the composition of your microbiome will be
transformed. We need to accept that there is not
a single microbiome and focus on understanding
function rather than composition. To be healthy,
you and I need to reach similar glucose and blood
pressure levels using our different microbiomes.
Mother Nature only cares about the outcome of
the crosstalk with the host.
Alvaro
		
I guess you can play the same
song with different instruments. The way I see
it, it appears as if we need to solve a complex
dynamical equilibrium problem. Do you have
any idea of how this problem needs to be addressed?
Alessio
		
The key will be to deploy artificial
intelligence and mathematical modelling. It will be
the only way to make sense of all this complexity.
We need to account for so many different factors:
the host genome, her environment and nutrition,
various metabolic pathways and protein expression. It is a very complex puzzle, and once you
have all this information, you have to ask yourself
why some people are healthy and some develop
diseases. I think it will require incredibly powerful

calculations to mine insights from all this data.
A major limitation is that all the studies we’ve done
so far are what we call cross-sectional. You take one
hundred healthy people and one hundred people
with Alzheimer’s and search for differences in their
microbiome. Then we make the leap of faith conclusion that they developed Alzheimer’s because
they have a different microbiome. But I can easily make the argument that it was the other way
around. Since they have Alzheimer’s disease, they
changed their lifestyle and thus their microbiome.
The only way to link the microbiome and clinical
outcomes mechanistically is to run longitudinal
prospective studies. In these, you don’t compare a
healthy individual with an unhealthy individual, but
you compare the same subject before and after
the onset of disease.
Alvaro
		
With all this variability from patient to patient, I imagine that there will have
to be changes in the way we develop treatments?
Alessio
		
I am convinced that healthcare will
shift towards personalised approaches that customise intervention and prevention for each specific patient. I think prevention will become even
more important. In fact, we are about to publish
new data showing that microbiome changes can
be detected months before the onset of the disease.

There is no drug on the market that has 100% efficacy. We take the best we can develop, but there
will always be a group of people that don’t respond.
That speaks volumes. It means that even if we go to
the same destination—Alzheimer’s disease, breast
cancer, or diabetes—the path we take is very different from one individual to another. Medical interventions must account for this variability. Not only
will we have customised drugs, I believe we can
have medical interventions without drugs relying
instead on nutrition.
Alvaro
		
It seems like a vindication of older ways of thinking. I heard you speak about
the Mediterranean diet and its health benefits.
Alessio
		
Yes, the solution is under our noses. It goes beyond diet. It is about lifestyle. The
concept of the Mediterranean diet goes back to
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observations in the region I come from [Southern
Italy]. There, ultra-centenarian people have several
things in common: they eat lots of fruits and vegetables, they consume little or no meat but fish, tubers and nuts are central to their diets. They don’t
have stress and exercise regularly because they
walk everywhere. Also, food is a key element as a
cultural glue. It is not just a matter of what we eat,
but how we live.
Alvaro
		
A member of the Codex team is
a classicist and told me recently that the word
diet comes from díaita in ancient Greek which
means way of life. It is perfectly aligned with
what you are saying. I feel that the COVID-19
pandemic made us revisit some of our assumptions about our diets (in the broad sense).
Alessio
		
As tragic as this has been, it did
bring some valuable points of reflection. As a society, we act as if cooking is a waste of time. We
are living in a fast lane and rely on third parties to
prepare our meals. We ended up eating fast food
or buying frozen microwave dinners. It is like having a car and not caring about the fuel we use. We
completely stopped caring for the human body
engine. Some of the people most affected during
the pandemic were those with pre conditions like
obesity, hypertension, type 2 diabetes. What do
they have in common? Poor diets.

But lockdowns did something interesting. Some
people rediscovered the joy of cooking. My wife
and I love to cook. It is relaxing, bonding and it unleashes creativity. And, of course, you know what
you are putting inside your body. One of the activities I look forward to every Saturday is going to
the market, talking to people and choosing my
own produce. This is another one of those things
society regards as not worth your time. But this
goes back to the idea of lifestyle. We are a social
species, and interacting with one another is crucial to our well-being. The conversations about this
type of eggplant or that kind of pepper are also
great for our health.

Alessio
		
I went to medical school to become a paediatrician and from the beginning it
was clear to me that I wanted to do research. Initially, I intended to focus on cancer and HIV. By serendipity, I met an expert on diarrheal diseases that
had just returned from an internship in the United
States. I told him that I wasn’t interested, I wanted
to save lives and do something impactful. He said
to me: “do you realise that every year, 5 million kids
die from diarrhea, that is much more like cancer,
HIV and anything else combined.” He completely
changed my outlook and I shifted towards infectious diseases.

I had trained as a gastroenterologist so I focused
on what happens in the gut in the presence of
pathogens. After some time I told my mentor, I
know quite a lot about the gut but very little about
microorganisms. He recommended going to the
Center for Vaccine Development in Baltimore. My
three-month stay became a two-year stay. And
there I developed a fascination for the interaction
between microbes and us. At the time we didn’t
know about the microbiome and no idea of the
complexity involved.
There was a cholera outbreak in Naples during my
childhood and I remember all the distress and
chaos. So, in Baltimore I started working on developing a vaccine for cholera. It worked beautifully
on animals, but failed miserably when we did human trials. After a lot of stress and drowning my
sorrows for three days, I went back to the lab to try
to understand why the vaccine still gave diarrhoea.
These efforts led to the discovery of Zonulin, a toxin responsible for gut permeability. By controlling
permeability, Zonulin is involved in antigen trafficking in health. But if produced too much it can
lead to various conditions, including our autoimmunity celiac disease, multiple sclerosis, type one
diabetes, and cancer. And the rest is history.

Alvaro
		
I couldn’t agree more. To wrap
up, could you share with us a bit of your story.
I know you started working on infectious diseases and now are a leading figure in non-infectious diseases such as celiac disease. Could
you tell us a bit about your journey?
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UNBOXING THE BLACK BOX:

Intelligible AI
to Fight Paperclip
Maximisers

First of all, the ground on which an automaton is to
move must be hard, firm, and stable.
- Heron of Alexandria, On Automata
(1st century AD)
The real problem of humanity is the following: We
have Paleolithic emotions, medieval institutions
and godlike technology.
- E.O. Wilson

Building automata, or literally “things that act of their
own will,” has been humankind’s dream since the
dawn of civilisation. For thousands of years, we have
desperately sought to comprehend and recreate
the complexity of our minds. For the most part,
however, these attempts were merely figments of
human imagination, be it the terrible Humwawa of
the Epic of Gilgamesh, the bronze robot Tálōs from
Greek mythology, or Shelley’s Frankenstein. Now,
with enormous computing power at our hands, we
are closer than ever to realising the dream of general artificial intelligence (or are we?).

We have caught the first glimpses into these transformative prospects in the most complex areas
of human development. Last November, Google’s
DeepMind announced that their AlphaFold algorithm solved one of biology’s most significant challenges by simulating the 3D-folding of proteins.
Early this year, using its ML platform, Insilico Medicine identified a new target and generated a new
molecule to treat Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis
in just 18 months. Both findings could bring pivotal
changes in the development of medicines and vaccines or understanding of rare illnesses.

AI is already reshaping the way we live, interact with
each other and our environment. It is ubiquitous:
from our smartphones and smartwatches, through
the algorithms that shape the Internet and public
spaces. We hope that AI will further propel human
productive capacity into the stratosphere. However,
if the history of innovation has taught us anything,
it is that great transformative prospects bristle with
far greater threats.

The potential is enormous. But are we ready to
feast on the cornucopia of possibilities offered
by AI/ML? As always, the devil is in the details, and
dangers loom ahead.
The “King Midas” Moment
MIT physicists and AI expert Max Tegmark defines
intelligence as the ability of a system to accomplish
complex goals. Taking the Tegmarkian definition, it
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is clear that getting the goals right
is essential when deploying AI
systems. As it turns out, unambiguously specifying what we want
an AI/ML algorithm to accomplish is extremely hard—especially for complex tasks. But there is
an even deeper puzzle. Often, we
don’t even know what we really
want. Just consider the archetypal example of king Midas. In his
ignorance, he asked Dionysus for
the power of turning everything
he touched into gold. Only when
he turned his beloved daughter
into a statue and was starving to
death did he realise he did not
want this power.

In AI, the “King Midas” moment boils down to the
so-called alignment problem—a gap between the
anticipated goals and the unexpected outcomes
of AI’s actions. Nick Bostrom, a Swedish philosopher
from the University of Oxford, coined it in a “paperclip maximiser” metaphor: a seemingly harmless
algorithm that amplifies the production of paperclips could wipe out humanity just to execute its
only goal.
Bostrom’s idea is not merely a thought experiment. Real-life small-scale maximisers have already emerged from the labs. Dario Amodei, research director at OpenAI, devised an algorithm
that was supposed to learn how to win a boat race.
Yet, when deployed in real life, instead of winning
the race, the machine ended up running in circles around the harbour and finally caught fire and
crashed. The algorithm found a loophole to collect the reinforcement points infinitely and running
in circles it tried to maximise its gains. The boat
crashed because the algorithm that ran it was doing exactly what it was told to do—even if it wasn’t
what Amodei wanted it to accomplish originally.
You Always Get What You Give: the ‘42’ Problem
We are only halfway through this dense thicket. Another critical issue is data integrity. In ML, all
the pre-processing is still being done by human
agents, and it has happened all too often that
the researchers weren’t diligent enough in carving data sets for the training ML algorithms. In fact,
many widely-used ML paradigms were developed
for low-stakes decisions such as online advertising
or marketing. Applying them to life-impacting areas like healthcare or criminal justice
can result in unpredictably grave
consequences. As the “father of the
analysis of algorithms” Donald Knuth
put it: “premature optimization is the
root of all evil” in software development.
Last year, Nature revealed that most
AI technologies used in biomedical
fields are not pre-scanned for latent
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bias in data. As a result, the algorithms all-too-easily ignore how biological sex differences contribute
to health and disease. Thus, they are likely to generate sub-optimal results, lead to discriminatory issues, or even produce health-threatening mistakes.
Google’s algorithm that was supposed to detect
diabetic retinopathy failed to find the first signs of
the illness in diabetic patients. To ensure high accuracy, it was trained on high-quality images and rejected the majority of real-life low-quality samples.
The results were disastrous: patients were rejected
or redirected to other clinics, and queues at hospital wards kept growing. Another study showed that
an algorithm that was supposed to identify sepsis
cases missed 2/3 of instances and regularly issued
false alarms.
Thus, we seem to be making more and more
far-reaching decisions with ML using worse and
worse data to inform these choices. Katy Crawford
likens this issue to asking an ML algorithm to sail
to India using a medieval map. Just imagine, how
and where this journey would be likely to end. For
sure, not in the intended destination point. Crawford is correct, but the issue at hand is still deeper.
At least, we can explain why exactly we ended up
in a specific destination while using a flawed map.
Conversely, neural networks, one of the oldest paradigms in ML, are systems whose operation can
be fully describable in detail, but their inner workings tend to be incomprehensible–what is often
labelled as a “black box.”
While we are perfectly capable of understanding
the origins of a black box, we can’t understand
and explain what happens within it: and that is the
core of the matter. After all, the answer to life, the
universe and everything might truly be 42, but it
doesn’t matter if we don’t understand how it was
figured out. The black box ML models might be no
better than Pythias who mumbled unintelligible
oracles.
Into the Future: Striping out the Black Box
While data can be a powerful tool to understand
human behaviours, it’s not hard to imagine the
implications of what a badly optimized unintelligible algorithm can do. Apart from healthcare,
researchers have focused, for instance, on biased
recidivism-predictions algorithms in the USA, or
the dangerous illusions about detecting “criminality from face”. Other examples abound. Badly
optimized algorithms that run social administration might trap people in poverty. AI-empowered

credit scoring systems might falsely reject a credit-worthy individual and we might not even be able
to understand why this happened.
In the EU, the issue was identified as early as 2016,
when the European Commission announced
GDPR. It was exactly then that two attorneys, Bryce
Goodman and Seth Flaxman, who advised the legislation famously carved a legal concept of a “right
to explanation” if someone is denied a mortgage
by a bank algorithm. EU developers were given two years to bring their neural networks out of
black boxes. In April 2021 the EC expanded on this,
issuing official rules for safe and liable AI. In a similar fashion, WHO has recently published a set of
guidelines on the ethical use of AI in healthcare. Yet,
how to achieve it?
Be Impossibly Simple?
Cynthia Rudin and Joanna Radin have set simplicity in ML models as the core drives of their research.
Against the widespread belief that every complex
issue in data science calls for an intricate model,
Rudin and Radin developed a simplistic and efficient approach. In 2019 they described a specious
case of an explainable AI ML challenge. The aim
was to create a complex black-box model for the
given dataset and explain how it worked. To everyone’s surprise, the contest was won by a team that
flouted the rules and created a simple, fully intelligible non-black-box model.
Indeed, Rudin’s work showcases that simple ML
models made from high-signal low-noise data
with high-level variables can be as accurate as
state-of-the-art machine learning methods. They
can provide better insights into how predictions
are made and outperform black-box models. In
addition, they can easily account for well-defined
legal and ethical concepts such as fairness, ethics
and accuracy for liable and secure algorithms in
life-impacting applications.
From this vantage point, the critical challenge is
to construct not an inconceivably complex but
an impossibly simple model. Together with Berk
Ustun, a researcher at Google AI, Radin created a
SLIM model based on a simple measure (0-1) of
how many predictions were correct or incorrect
and a norm that reduces the model features to
an absolute minimum (l0-norm). Ustun and Rudin
proved that applying SLIM for diagnosing Obstructive Sleep Apnea was as sensitive and accurate as a
state-of-the-art model and fully transparent.
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Into the Future
So far, to use Daniel Schmachtenberger’s analogy,
we have been running increasingly fast through
the woods while increasingly blind. Yet, change is
just around the corner. While we rarely take essential lessons from our history, AI might be a prominent exception. Global pressure from bodies like
the EU or WHO has prompted first innovators to
seek ethical and intelligible AI solutions across all
industries. Interesting development came from
QuantumBlack, an analytics company that is a
part of McKinsey Group. QuantumBlack devised
an industry-standard protocol for checks of risks at
each step of an ML model creation lifecycle. It lets
manage risks associated with fairness, explainability, and model performance.

Learn more:
B. Christian (2020), The Alignment Problem: How Can Machines Learn
Human Values?
L. Floridi (2021), The European Legislation on AI: a Brief Analysis of its
Philosophical Approach, Philosophy and technology 34
I. Gabriel (2020), Artificial Intelligence, Values, and Alignment, Minds
and Machines 30
M. Kearns & A. Roth (2019), The Ethical Algorithm: The Science of Socially Aware Algorithm Design
P. McCorduck (2004 repr.), Machines Who Think: A Personal Inquiry
into the History and Prospects of Artificial Intelligence
M. Mitchell (2020), Why AI is Harder Than We Think
J. Rudin (2019), Stop Explaining Black Box Machine Learning Models
for High Stakes Decisions and Use Interpretable Models Instead, Nature Machine Intelligence 1.
B. Vickers & K. Allado-McDowell [eds.] (2020), Atlas of Anomalous AI.

In high-stakes areas, such as credit scoring automation, intelligible AI algorithms are a sine qua
non-condition. To facilitate their development,
Borealis AI, a research centre of the Royal Bank of
Canada, launched an initiative (RESPECT AI) that
enables responsible and ethical usage of AI in the
financial sector and beyond. Indeed, while the industry has ignored the potential ethical consequences of the premature deployment of AI, it is
in its spotlight now. ParityAI provides a platform
that assesses AI algorithms in terms of adherence
to AI regulations and standards for AI governance.
It helps companies to evaluate potential risks and
harms that any AI-driven applications might cause.
OpenAI developed Safety Gym, a suite of tools for
measuring safe progress in reinforced ML and a
standardized method to avoid costly ML mistakes.
Thus, while much remains to be done, there is a
light at the end of the tunnel: and it surely is not a
headlight of an approaching train that is driven by
an AI algorithm.
Tomasz Labuk
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The impact of choices
How do you dispose of garments that are no longer
fit for use?
Today, some 80% of all textile waste ends up in
landfills or is incinerated. This corresponds to about
92 million tonnes annually. While monetising textile
waste has become the new frontier of our circular economy ambitions, sustainability through fibre
recycling is fundamental for ensuring a future for
the fashion industry.
The textile industry is one of the most polluting industries in the world. It accounts for about 10% of all

GHG emissions and it pollutes waterways with
agrochemicals. The impact on water pollution
caused by textile dyeing is the world’s second
largest after agriculture. Conventional cotton cultivation is the fourth-largest consumer of agrochemicals. Although grown on only 2.5% of the
world’s agricultural land, it consumes 16% of all insecticides sold worldwide. Because of its immense
thirst, cotton cultivation turned the world’s 4th
largest freshwater lake - the Aral Sea - into a desert
in just half a century.
Typical “Fast Fashion” materials such as polyester,
acrylic, nylon, spandex, and acetate are all made
from nonrenewable fossil fuels and contribute
both to GHG emissions and the global microplastic pollution. One load of laundry with synthetic
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textiles can discharge up to 700,000 microplastic
fibres. Microplastics absorb and concentrate toxins,
which they transport primarily into the marine ecosystem. In landfills, synthetic textiles can take hundreds of years to degrade, while leaking microplastics into the soil and groundwater. Furthermore,
polyester (PET) - the world’s fourth most produced
polymer - is created via an energy-intensive heating process that requires large quant-ities of water
for cooling.
Textile waste management methods are largely
underdeveloped. Existing recycling methods are
small-scaled and labor-intensive, making them
unattractive from an economic perspective. The
lack of effective infrastructures even lets brand new
clothes - online returns - meet their end in pyramids of trash. In the US alone, 2.2m tonnes of online
returns end up in landfills each year.
Approaches to recovery of valuable resources

Dutch company Circle Economy is addressing the
issue of automated sorting of textile blends. They
are developing the Fibresort technology, which
aims to make recycling economically viable by reducing the high costs associated with the manual
assessment of individual garments. Textiles pass
under an optical detection system that identifies
the composition of each textile blend. Their pilot
system can sort one garment per second using a
pressurized air system - a six-fold improvement
over human capacity.
Worn Again Technologies is commercialising a
different polymer recycling technology, which separates, decontaminates and extracts polyester
and cellulose from non-reusable textiles, plastic
bottles and packaging. Polyester and cotton textiles together represent 80% of all clothing and textiles on the market. The main output materials are
PET pellets and cellulosic pulp. Worn Again Technologies is one of the first chemical recycling technology companies to be Cradle to Cradle certified.

Mechanical recycling compromises the quality
of the textile fibres due to shredding, which limits
the range of application to nonwovens, such as
insulation material, cleaning cloths, mattresses
and sofa stuffing. Today, almost all clothing items
are down-cycled in this way - only about 5% of
garments are recycled into new garments. Textile
recycling can be mechanical or chemical.
Chemical recycling decomposes materials into
their molecular constituents, producing fibres of
equal quality to virgin fibres. Material matrices need
to be characterized and separated by fibres type
for fibre-to-fibre recycling to work effectively. Although a lot of R&D remains to be done in this field,
various aspects of mixed fibre recycling are being
tackled by brilliant pioneers around the globe.
In Wolfen, Germany, there is a plant the size of 13
football fields where thousands of tonnes of textile waste are processed each year. The plant is
operated by I:CO (short for I collect), which is part
of the SOEX group - the world leader in shoe and
garment recycling. I:CO works with approximately
60 retail partners in 65 countries, including The
North Face, Levi’s, Forever 21, and H&M who all
collect used textiles and shoes where they sell
new apparel. At Wolfen’s plant, operators have to
sort every item manually, guided by a 350-criteria
checklist. In an age where AI and automation are
disrupting virtually every industry, this approach is
anachronistic.
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92 million tonnes of all textile waste ends up in
landfills or is incinerated annually
Textile industry accounts for about 10% of all
GHG emissions
Conventional cotton consumes 16% of all insecticides sold worldwide
One load of laundry with synthetic textiles can
discharge some 700,000 microplastic fibres
In the US alone, 2.2m tonnes of online returns
end up in landfills each year
Only about 5% of garments are recycled into
new garments
Polyester and cotton textiles represent 80% of
all clothing and textiles on the market
There are over 1,900 chemicals involved in the
production of clothing

The Infinited Fibre Company (IFC) has put its focus
on resource recovery from cellulose-rich waste.
Their technology cleans out non-cellulosic materials like polyester, elastane and dyes from the
feedstock to produce cellulose carbamate fibres
- a textile fibre that looks and feels like cotton. The
process can handle cotton-rich textile waste as
well as cardboard and paper, which it breaks down
at the polymer level. IFCs Infinna fibre has been
demonstrated to work beautifully in the manufacturing supply chain through the New Cotton project.
A veteran in the field of sustainable fibres is Lenzing.
This Austrian company has partnered with a large
number of global brands, including giants like H&M,
Levi’s, Triumph, and Esprit, who use threads such
as Tencel™ - a branded version of lyocell derived
from cellulose fibres from tree pulp - in their fabrics. Tencel production uniquely uses sustainable
practices and responsible sourcing. Lenzing is currently constructing the world’s largest lyocell fibre
plant in Thailand.
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The Future of Textiles
What’s next?
By 2030, apparel consumption will rise to 102m tonnes.
The sustainable fashion industry, consumer awareness and regulations are driving a significant and
much-needed change. Textile collection will become mandatory under EU legislation from 2025.
Euratex will set up five major textile processing hubs
in Europe to upscale recycling and circularity in the
entire region. France is at the helm of mitigating
microplastic pollution. They are the first country in
the world to commit to introducing filters on new
washing machines to reduce the spread of plastic
microfibers from synthetic clothing.
Every mindful purchase you make is a step toward
creating a more sustainable system. Unfortunately, making informed decisions is not as simple as
making generic distinctions between fiber types.
There are over 1,900 chemicals involved in the
production of clothing, which further complicates
eco-conscious shopping. With this in mind, it may
come as less of a surprise that it isn’t the type of
fabric you buy, but how it was manufactured that
matters when it comes to minimising the environmental impact.

discounts for such textile drop-offs create incentives to shop “guilt-free”, when the fact remains that
recycling should be the last resort after Reuse, Repair and Resale. The most sustainable clothes are
the ones already in circulation. As consumers, we
should endorse sustainable fashion initiatives’ efforts so that the industry norm may become what
our planet needs.
Kamila Oglęcka

Learn more:
LiveEarthDotOrg (2009, Jan 12) Aral Sea [video]
Mistra Future Fashion (2019) Shifting the focus from fiber to process
Additional materials at: The World Counts, Ecocert

Therefore, transparency throughout the production
chain is a much more pressing issue than the identification of fibre content. According to the MISTRA
Future Fashion report, 92% of the toxicity impact
stems from the production phase. A truly environmentally conscious brand usually makes sustainability and transparency a vital feature of their marketing, so it is worth reading up on your favourite
brands.
You can also familiarise yourself with various
eco-certifications. The Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) is, for example, recognised as the
world’s leading processing standard for textiles
made from organic fibres. It defines high-level environmental criteria along the entire supply chain
and even requires compliance with social criteria.
An Oeko-Tex label certifies that every thread, button, zipper and dye has been tested and is deemed
harmless for human health.
While labels may provide guidance, there is a big
disconnect between consumer awareness and taking personal responsibility for the GHG emissions,
microplastics pollution and freshwater consumption linked to our choices. While retailers are setting
up collection points for used garments, shipping
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A pulley block is an essential mechanical component used in sailing to achieve a mechanical advantage or change sail direction. During the Napoleonic wars, the British Royal Navy found itself in a
critical need for this component. As the Navy was
expanding rapidly, it became infeasible to make
pulley blocks using traditional, manual methods.
Marc Isambard Brunel, a French-British engineer
and father of the famous Isambard Kingdom Brunel,
devised an ingenious plan of enabling automated
mass production through uniformisation of the
block design. The impact of Brunel’s standardised
production line aided the British war effort and had
profound consequences for modern industry.

The challenge of automating research
The adoption of automation has been uneven
across sectors. Notably, research in ‘laboratory-heavy’ disciplines like biotechnology and materials discovery has incorporated automation in
a slow and piecemeal fashion. Indeed, chemistry
laboratories haven’t changed significantly over the
past decades or even centuries. Research in these
areas still relies heavily on manual procedures and
data collection—pipettes and notebooks remain
part of the scientists’ daily work.

This approach leaves much to be desired. The repetitive, manual, and tedious nature of lab work can
lead to fatigue mistakes;
So that ten men, by the aid of this machinery, can
data collection is slow and
accomplish with uniformity, celerity and ease, what
focused on the primary research endpoint. Conseformerly required the uncertain labour of one hunquently,
auxiliary but essendred and ten.
tial data such as ambient
Richard Beamish, assistant to Isambard Kingdom Brunel
temperature or consumable batch number are often
omitted from the report
His innovation’s main contribution was the first-ever making the replication of the experiments virtually
instance of standardised production and a proof- impossible. Still, because this type of work was too
of-concept demonstration of the resulting produc- complicated and expensive to automate, most lab
tivity gains. It laid the groundwork for translating the work remains unchanged.
concept of interchangeable components and automated production for other industries. This pro- A crucial challenge in automating lab work stems
duction model was faster, more reliable and easier from the central role of tacit knowledge in expeto service and operate. It is clear why it became
rimental design. If you’d ever seen a laboratothe dominant approach for many industries driving
ry protocol—a step-by-step guide for an assay or
economic growth.
experiment—it would be easy to spot ambiguous
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instructions. For example, would you know what a
step calling for ‘shaking gently’ or ‘stirring vigorously’
exactly entails? How fast, how strong the rocking/
stirring motion should be? Researchers mostly learn
these things through observing their colleagues in
the lab. Yet, a robot automating this task might find
such instructions baffling.
Thus, incorporating automation into these workflows will require a radical shift in how we design
experiments—rooting out ambiguities whenever
possible. This might incur an extra effort for already
overworked researchers. There is also a well-placed
fear that automation for automation’s sake will not
drive scientific discovery but can slow it down—as
a famous example of the poor performance of the
fully automated Tesla factory suggests. So automation has to be implemented with clear objectives in
mind and not be automation for automation’s sake.
The price of ambiguity
Apart from making the lab work hard to automate,
vague instructions have much more severe consequences. Introducing small changes to sample
preparation, handling, or data collection accumulate and propagate across the pipeline leading to

different findings and results that are impossible to
replicate. It’s just like in the layman explanation of
chaos theory: a beating of a butterfly’s wings can
cause storms across the globe.
A case study underlining the impact of small changes on the final result was published by two American labs from UC Berkeley and Harvard Medical
School. Both teams took part in a collaborative project on breast cancer research. They had the same
objective, followed an identical approach, and
studied the same samples, yet their findings didn’t
match. So they decided to treat this as a research
challenge, and for two years, they investigated multiple possibilities. After running the experiments (literally) side by side, they finally identified the source
of the discrepancy. Harvard researchers rotated their
samples vigorously with magnetic stirrers while the
Berkeley team used gentle rocking platforms. This
seemingly trivial difference in protocol interpretation was the reason behind the divergent results.
The problem is that most of these discrepancies go
unnoticed and accumulate in the published literature. This is among the major causes behind the
reproducibility crisis plaguing the life sciences. For
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example, Amgen and Bayer published two meta-studies in the early 2010s with concerning findings. Amgen’s team could reproduce just six out
of 53 cancer studies, and Bayer only 14 out of 67.
Irreproducible research can still be cited and influence the work of others, and also use up resources
that could support other projects. The cost of such
research is estimated in the US at $28bn and in the
EU at €10bn.
A robotic sidekick for researchers
Fortunately, at least some of the issues responsible
for the poor productivity in research can be solved
with robotics. Well implemented automation of
industry processes leads to increased throughput
and productivity. Robots are much more ‘diligent’
in task execution, especially for repetitive, monotonous tasks such as conducting assays or pipetting. Further, this machinery can create ‘audit
trails’—snapshots of the experimental setup that
allow recreating experiments step by step. It can
also simplify data collection—allowing for automated data gathering.
The use of robotics and AI is at the core of Industry 4.0. Yet, as AI-powered methods are ‘data
hungry’, collecting more data can improve the
predictive power of these algorithms. Especially
the automation of data collection can help gather more extensive datasets required for novel analytic methods. In this context, automation will be an excellent enabler for streamlining AI
adoption and increasing productivity.
Moreover, deploying both AI and automation in
the same pipeline can help create a feedback
loop where the automated lab becomes autonomous. This integration allows for the orchestration of both experimental hardware and software,
just like the operating system does for computers.
Building such an integrated workflow will help create ‘self-driving labs’ that enable direct deployment of AI to analyse data collected by the robotic equipment on the fly. And insights provided by
these algorithms can directly influence and adjust
the experimental execution. This property can be
particularly advantageous for research, transforming it into a data-driven process. As a result, the
discovery process ran with autonomous labs will
be faster, easier to replicate and foster the development of new materials or drugs that our society
desperately needs.

Augmenting scientists with automated laboratory workflows and machine learning is fundamentally transforming R&D and discovery. This
is especially relevant for advanced materials and
drug discovery that take many years, sometimes
decades. We don’t have that time to spare when
fighting climate change or treating diseases. Integrating machine learning and automation in
the labs can make these discoveries ten times
faster.
Dr Hermann Tribukait, Co-Founder & CEO of
deep tech startup Atinary Technologies

To fully appreciate the impact of transforming research with automation and machine learning, we
should look at a historical example dating back to
the 1980s. Back then, DNA sequencing was a laborious and error-prone process that also required
radioactive materials. But advances in chemistry,
automation, and computer science enabled the
creation of a computerised technique for DNA sequencing. Updating this R&D process with the latest
technologies revolutionised the DNA sequencing
work and the entire genetics field. As a result, this
procedure is now much faster, with lower error rates,
and safer. Moreover, the cost fell from $100 million
per genome sequenced in 1980 to under $100 now.
But what’s most important, it put DNA technology
within reach for basic research, clinical and precision medicine, or criminology, enabling many discoveries in these areas.
New frontiers in lab automation
Recent advances in robotics make it possible to
engineer solutions that can meet the needs of R&D
labs in academia and industry. Combining advances in mechanical engineering with the advent of
learning algorithms makes robotic solutions a viable option. Robots now can acquire knowledge
through trial and error—just like the dancing or walking robots from Boston Dynamics. They can also be
programmed to account for unexpected occurrences. While there is still a long road ahead to perfect them, they can deliver great value for industry
and academia right now.
There are already emerging players that automate
part or parts of the research pipeline. For example,
robots can help you conduct chemistry experiments—as the robot assistant developed at the University of Liverpool or support data and metadata
collection for chemical reactions with appliances
like DeepMatter’s Digital Glassware. In cell biology,
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start-ups like Cytera Cell Works or Oribiotech are
working on automating cell culture—making sure
that the quality and properties of cells are uniform
between batches. Yet, others focus on automating
experimental drug discovery, for example, Smart
Assays, Recursion Pharmaceuticals, or Arctoris. Their
labs can work around the clock and run experimentation in parallel, driving the understanding of
chemistry and biology that helps discover better
drugs faster through standardised experimentation and data collection.
There is also a drive to integrate automated solutions and AI-powered analytics to take the discovery process to the next level. The so-called self-driving labs by Atinary Technologies and other start-ups,
as well as at universities, such as the University of
Toronto, spearhead these efforts for chemistry and
new materials design. In biological sciences, London-based Synthace created an operating system
for biology to optimise workflows and make them
scalable.
Beyond acceleration of research workflows, these
intelligent, self-driving labs, or ‘materials acceleration platforms’, are a paradigm shift in how research
is done. Their main advantage is assisting the transition from the ‘trial-and-error’ model of science
into a data-driven and iterative process. As a result,
new compounds with desired properties can be
identified or engineered. Further, this also results
in a much faster discovery and development process. Thus, the current workflow that requires 10 to

20 years can be accelerated to take only one to
two years.
Undoubtedly, there are many opportunities for
automation in research. Especially as we still need
better and new medicines to treat many incurable
diseases and rapid response platforms as highlighted by the pandemic. We also need new chemicals
and materials to build a greener industry and combat climate change. There is still a lot to discover
about the world that could help build a better society for the future. We must free researchers’ time
from tedious, repetitive, and sometimes mundane
tasks so that they can spend more time studying
the fundamental issues, asking new questions, investigating and imagining new possibilities, as well
as challenging the status quo. In short, to do all the
things for which they became scientists in the first
place.
Adela Staszowska
Learn more:

Richard Harris, Rigor Mortis: How Sloppy Science Creates Worthless
Cures, Crushes Hope, and Wastes Billions, Basic Books
Stuart Ritchie, Science Fictions: Exposing Fraud, Bias, Negligence and
Hype in Science, Penguin
Daniel Susskind, A World Without Work: Technology, Automation and
How We Should Respond, Penguin
Kate Darling, The New Breed: How to Think About Robots, Penguin
Daniel Susskind Rafael Rosengarten, AI and the lab of the future, Bio
IT World
Rachel Brazil, Is a robot coming for your job?, Chemistry World
Roch LM et al. (2020) ChemOS: An orchestration software to democratize autonomous discovery.
Bittner MI (2021). Rethinking data and metadata in the age of machine
intelligence.
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Da Vinci Labs, a multidisciplinary research center project located in Touraine (France), aims to
put deeptech at the service of the planet, leveraging artificial intelligence, synthetic biology
and quantum computing to fight against climate change, protect biodiversity and combat pollution.
Da Vinci Labs will provide researchers and entrepreneurs with a unique multidisciplinary research platform to develop innovations in sustainable food production, renewable energies,
green construction, circular economy and other eco-innovations.
Building on Leonardo da Vinci's legacy and his extraordinary ability to rely on complex bodies
of knowledge across different fields to solve specific problems, Da Vinci Labs is heralding a new
green technological renaissance able to reconcile technological innovation with sustainable
development.

La Vallière
37380 Reugny
France

www.davincilabs.eu
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